In The News
Wednesday, December 5, 2012

- **University of Arizona Medical Center names a new CEO**
  
  12/05/2012 Arizona Daily Star
  
  Inside Tucson Business
  KTVU-TV
  Republic – Online
  Individual.com
  WTOC-TV

- **Tucson woman's tale of brain-fluid leak makes her an internet star**
  
  12/05/2012 Arizona Daily Star

- **Nogales, Sonora, asked to pay up on $350K Tucson hospital bill** (University of Arizona Medical Center)
  
  12/05/2012 Arizona Daily Star

- **UA RESEARCHER AWARDED $90000 TO STUDY FIREFIGHTER SAFETY** (University of Arizona Mel and Enid Zuckerman College of Public Health)
  
  12/05/2012 FireEngineering.com

- **Laser Surgery an Option for Severe Epilepsy** (The University of Arizona Medical Center – University Campus)
  
  12/05/2012 MedPage Today

- **Phoenix Children's Hospital opens new $50M institute**
  
  12/05/2012 NewsOK.com
  (Oklahoman)
  GenomeWeb News

- **Hospital aims to raise $50M to aid kids with cancer** (The University of Arizona College of Medicine-Phoenix)
  
  12/04/2012 AZCentral.com

- **Healthful eating: the Anti-Inflammatory Diet of Andrew Weil** (Dr. Andrew Weil, director of Arizona Center for Integrative Medicine)
  
  12/04/2012 Dallas Morning News

- **Woman's running nose revealed to be leaking brain fluid** (University of Arizona's Department of Surgery)
  
  12/04/2012 Foxnews.com
  natmonitor.com
  Complex – Online
  KRIV-TV
  MedicalDaily.com
  Metro Radio – Online
  Star Radio in Cambridge
  WOFL-TV
  ToTheCenter.com

- **Flu season expected to start early, get nasty** (University of Arizona Medical Center)
  
  12/04/2012 KVOA-TV

- **How employers can make health fashionable** (Dr. Andrew Weil, director of Arizona Center for Integrative Medicine)
  
  12/04/2012 Employee Benefit News

- **Officials: National drug shortage having distinct effect in Arizona** (the University of Arizona's Mel and Enid Zuckerman College of Public Health)
  
  12/04/2012 Cronkite News
  Tucson Sentinel
UA medical students to travel to Dominican Republic for medical mission trip (Eight students from the University of Arizona College of Medicine’s Phoenix campus)

Molecular medicine institute to put genomics research into clinical practice today (The University of Arizona College of Medicine)

Study: Heart disease doesn't put an end to sex for many women